Vladimir Putin: "Communism is Christianity"
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There is no need for the lunatic, nutcase, Satanist Antisemites and so forth, us here in the JoS, to say our crazy theories anymore? Because we are 'conspiracy theorists' unless when the enemy straight up admits what we say. Then we are erm, saying the truth. The enemy admits them on their own every corner of the way. Such as here. Putin admits that Christianity is Communism. We had a whole dialectic going on here to try to prove it to people. But isn't it alright when another head of the Jew World Order simply spits the TRUTH in front of their face?

See even Vladimir Putin probably read ExposingChristianity.com and our related websites, and instead of wanting to shut it down, he probably agreed fully. We may get a commissar reward for going so deeply in a truth otherwise so obvious, that so many like to deny. (Obviously sarcasm here...)

Christianity is the setting stone from where a civilization learns to worship jews, and then, you have communism - full blown materialization. With the gulags for the unfaithful, the jews at the top, the goyim hungry at the bottom, and the goyim all 'equalized' while all the jews at top. He also admits Communism is nothing but rehashed and materialized Christianity. What was once spiritual, became fully material. That's all. Christian values are jewish values, and focus on the eradication of any host, be it human being or country, that is stupid enough to accept these values.

https://sputniknews.com/russia/20180114 ... istianity/

"There were such severe years of militant atheism [during the Soviet period] when priests were killed, churches were destroyed. But at the same time a new religion was being created — Communist ideology, which is very similar to Christianity, in fact. Freedom, equality, brotherhood, justice — all of this is enshrined in the Holy Scripture, it's all there. And what about the Code of the Builders of Communism? This is a sublimation, it's really just a primitive excerpt from the Bible, nothing new was invented," the president said.

This world has to stop worshiping the jews. This joke has gone on enough. As for Christians who pretend they are not doing it, look at your politicians, your bosses, those in power, and who runs the world. Who put them there? You, with your cuckoldry, with your tolerance, and your jew slaving. The life of the christian is a permanent whining over the matter of the jews rape them every day. A Stockholm syndrome of the raped, which has come to love and be unable to disassociate from their rapist.
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